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GALLERY: CHINESE ART 

Dish  

China, Ming dynasty, Yongle period (1403–24)  

Porcelain with underglaze cobalt oxide 

Circle the different plants that you notice on this plate. Each of the 

plants in this design were chosen for their symbolic meaning. At 

the center of this plate is the branch of a loquat tree. Because of the 

fruit’s golden color, loquat symbolized prosperity and good fortune. 

Can you think of examples from your own life of plants with symbolic 

associations? For example, what flower symbolizes the state of Hawai‘i? 

There are other flowers on the dish. Can you match the flowers  
with their intended meaning? Draw a line to connect them.
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Way back in the 13th century, when the Mongols rode their horses into China from the north, they ushered 

in the Yuan dynasty (governing system) and inspired a new style for decorating Chinese porcelain. This 

decorative style is commonly known as underglaze blue, also known as blue and white. 

The blue color comes from cobalt oxide, a mineral that was mined and imported 

from Persia, or modern-day Iran. After being ground into pigment, cobalt was 

painted directly onto the dried porcelain form, before receiving a clear over-glaze 

and then being fired in a kiln (an oven for pottery). This blue underglaze porcelain 

traveled on trade routes from China through Central Asia, and eventually made its 

way to Europe. By the 18th century, high-fired porcelain was successfully produced 

in Germany, and porcelain factories were being established around the continent. 

During the 19th century, European porcelain came to dominate the world market. 

Done matching? Flip to the back for the answers!



GALLERY: ARTS OF THE ISLAMIC WORLD 

Brush rest 

China, early 16th century Ming dynasty 

Underglaze painted porcelain 

Pattern match! Sketch the pattern in the empty box 
below and fi nd the object in this gallery that matches.  

GALLERY: 18TH CENTURY EUROPEAN ART 

Diane KW  

For Love or Money, 2012

Meissen porcelain with red transfer paper 

UPS, 2012 

Meissen porcelain with red transfer paper 

GALLERY: CHINESE ART  

Bird-Headed Ewer  

China, Five dynasties period, c. 10th century 

White porcelain with bluish white glaze 

How many colors do you see on this ewer (pitcher)? Before the introduction of the 

Yuan dynasty, monochrome (one-color) designs were the most popular with the rulers 

that came before them. Can you see any other monochromatic ceramics nearby?   

Is there anything about the shape of the brush rest that 

reminds you of the Ko‘olau mountain range? Mountain 

ranges were a favorite motif among Chinese scholars.  

While the original, highly-valued blue underglaze 

porcelain originated in China, this blue decorative style 

had long been a part of the visual culture of the 

Middle East. 

Check out this “wall of china” and fi nd the three plates 

that are blue and white and red all over. Hawai‘i-based 

contemporary artist, Diane KW, chose a unique text as a 

decorative element. Starting with porcelain manufactured 

by the oldest porcelain maker in Europe, she overlaid 

spam email messages printed in red. Why would she 

do this? Is global email communication something that 

archaeologists will be able to dig up centuries from now? 

What about shards of these porcelain plates?  

FLOWER MATCH ANSWER KEY: lotus (purity and humility), rose (longevity),camellia (joy and protection),

peony (honor and wealth), gardenia (purity and gentleness), chrysanthemum (longevity and wealth).  


